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Small-scale fishing and social sciencein Northern West Europe.
A survey of social science research onsmall-scale fishing in Atlantic Europe

ALF

HAKON HOEL

Our
This essayis an attemptto survey researchon small-scale fishingin,varioussocial science disciplines.
aim is to cover western Europe (AtlanticCoast), but admittedly there is a northern bias.Our orientation is more
quantitative than qualitative, in thatwe shall compress the content of 90-odd works in a few pages. And- most
important - this survey is stillin its embryonic stage: what is presented here are preliminary assesments.
Generally, research on small scale fisheries seems less developed in Europe than in North America, in
particular what theoretical aspects are concerned. There is a strong anthropological
bias
in Our
European material,
and economics is almost absent, except
for some economic reasoning by writers from other profcssions. Moreover,
while some topicsare fairly well covered- e.g. the organisationof fishery (the <<skipper effect,,), others have only
to empirical research. Management standsas out
pcrhaps the most
b e n most sparingly discussed, let alone subjected
empty field in that respect, with only one empirical work.

1. THE LITERATURE
We have arrived Our
at list of literatureby three sources: 1) Our own and colleagues’ bookshelves;
2) a survey
of Fisheries Economics Newsletter; and
3) a surveyof ofseveral databases,
of whichthe aAquatic science
abstracb
was the most useful. the <<social science abstracts>> and theand...,,.
“fisheries
There is an alphabetical bibliography
term <<srnaIl
scalefisheriew,
at the end of this essay. We have been somewhat confused about what intothe
include
since astrict definition of this would exclude many works which
do have a certain relevance to such fisheries.
We
too.
have therefore included some works which ofare
a more general nature
In:LaRechercheFaceàlaPêcheArtisanale,Symp.Inr.ORSTOM-IFREMER,Mo~pellierFrance,3-7juiIIet1989,J.-R.Durand.
J.Lemalle et J. Weber (eh.). Paris,
ORSTOM, 1991,t. I :185-194.
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After somereading and discussion
we dccided togroup Our discussion of the amount and direction of writings
on small scale fisheries into four topics:
community studies;
relationship community- larger society (micro-macro)(‘1 ;
organization of fishery;
management.
The pointof departure within cach subjcct
is a idcntification of the major debate(s) that is going
Weon.
have
attempted to givea brief descriptionof the various positions and ccstate
thc of the a r t > > within each topic. In some
of
on womcns’rolcin society,for examthe topicsthereare several dcbates,
which are rnorc or lcss conncctcd. Rcsearch
on rclationships bctwccn the fishery and community.of Some
the work
ple, we have grouped togcthcr with writings
are of relevance tomore than one topic, andmay thcrefore be mentioned several times.
a

-

2. COMMUNITY STUDIES
This debate concwns the ofrole
small scnle fishe.rics in maintaining settlement in marginal regions, and how
various componentsof the local community togcthcr constitutea social ecology. Mostworks are concerned witk
limited aspectsof the role of a fish plantin providing jobsor recruitment to the boats, butan important theoretical
on ccemployment systems,,.Other comprehensivc empirical
and to some extent empirical contribution is the literaturc
works are community studiesof rnorc ethnologieal/ anthropologieal character.
The basicworks on employment svstems are
WADEI.
(1980b) andJ~mom(1981),which providesa theoretical
basis for analysis local organisation and coordination
in fishing communities. c<Responsibilityxa core
is concept in
this analysis, which is concerned whith the division of responsibility for the various tasks in local community
the point of vicw, of vessels,slants,households
development.The need for coordinationat local levcl is studied from
and municipal authorities. The thesis
is that local coordination problems, aggravated
by scarce resources, ean only
be solvedby improved organisation. JENTOW
and (1984a,b) elaborates further
WADEL
upon this, crating the concept
for analysis how various componcntsofa local community are integrated with and depenof <<employment systemx
dent upon each other.A few studies are coneernedwith more limited aspects of the employment system.HANSEN
(1980) discuss coordination problems betwecnand
flect
plants. GERRARD
(1980) and LIE (1980) discuss plants,WmIE
(1980) households.
Several empirical studies in this tradition arc conccrncd with education and rccruiment (NILSEN,
1980 ;
DALSENG,
1980 ;HETIARKJ,
1984 ;TILLER,
1984 ;GUNDBKSEN
and WEST, 1984). The rolc
of the employment system
in providing informal education as prcparation for cntcring the fishing boat is well dmumented. In fact, the
employment system is
also a career systcm, whcre
one srarts and begins with simple
tasks in the households and at
the plants, and retires at the same places aftcr bcing too old for the boat. The regular education system provided by
public schoolsmay serve to break this chain,in that young peoplc become attractedother
to ways of life, or have to
leave the local community
to get education(TILLER,
1984). Rccruitment studies
are partly concerned withhow and
which people are recruited (TRONDSEN,; DALSENG,
1980 1980 ;NILSEN,
1980), partly with the consequences
of this,
(RonEmnN, 1980).
i.a. for establishment of new ventures
K ~ ~ S T T A N ~(1984b)
EN
points out that what constitutcs acceptcd norms and
- ccthe
rules
cement ofthe employof anthropologieal studies, which
ment systemnare essential tothe functioning of thc local community. This type
are primarly occupiedwith concepts as norms, bclonging and community, and study fishing communities
as cases
in this respect,are numerous (interaliu COIIEN,
1980, 1982;KRISTIANSEN
,1984b, 198%;MIDW and
SOLBEWG,
1980,
Fox, 1978 ;THOMPSON, 1983).
t h ddabases we consulled are t h ctDialindmxl, docial reasearchu, dociological abstractm, <<Pais
internationab and
<<Dissertation
abgtracts onlinew.
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Women in fishing communities have not received much attention from academia. The earliest effort we ha
(1983, 1984). Her point is that women,
in spite of their invisibility in fishing
itself, constitute the
found is GERRARD
(1981,1984a) has shown, a fishery depends
on a local community which again
groundcrewof the fishery. JENTOFT
AS
consists of household, plant and school.
GERRARD
argues that women i.a. run households,
at the
work
plants; such that
their contribution is essential. Theirareroles
invisible, but they provide crucial services
for the running of system.
the
She is also concernedwith the declining roleof women is households, and their exodus to other occupations. This
may be a severe threat to coastal fishing way
as aof life.

A few comprehcnsive empirical studics exists whcre the authors have studied local communities by tra
ethnologic or anthropologic fieldwork mcthods. Thcre is still a long way to go before atlantic
is covered
Europe
by
in a few nations in Atlantic Europeis researched in this way:
GONZALESthis approach. We found that only patches
area in Denmark,
LAXEhas written about fishing communitics in Galicia, HOJRUP (1983) about the Limfjorden
KRISTIANSEN (1985b) about the Mausunvax in mid-Norway,
PALSSON
(1982) about Sandgerdi
in Iceland, WHILEFOX
1978 has studied and written about the Tory islandcrs <<on the Celtic fringe,.

3. RELATIONSHIP LOCAL COMMUNITY- LARGER SOCIETY
This topic covers a wider range
of issues, thcir common denominator being the impacts
of major structural
changes in Society at large on small scale fisherics. These changes relates both to extension
of the state and central
direction of many societal functions
(HOJRUP, 1983), legal changes
at both national and international levelsrestricting
1983 :JENTOFT, 1983), and changesin economic structures.
the ocean c<commonsn(SAGDAHL, 1982 ;TIIOMPSEN,
Many writers here have been conccrnedwith the implications for local communities of centrally directed
is apart of a larger sociological tradition concerned not only with fisheries,
also withbutthe
regulations. This debate
general legitimation crisis in modern welfare States and center periphery relations (HABERMAS, 1973 :GALTUNG,
1974).

PALSSON
(1979) is theoretically concerncd
with <<the legitimation crisis of fishingu, whereis there
a growing
on the
tension between fishermen on the one hand and marine scientists and spokesmen for rational management
other. Exploring the cognitive modclsof fishcrmcn, he finds that the legitimation crisis stems from the inherent
uncertainty of fishing as activity. An undcrstanding of the cognitive models of fishermen shaped by such an
environment is essential for centrally directed attcmpts
to cope with regulatory problems.
Major empirical works hercHOJKUPS
are (1983) study of ccwaysliving
of and central
governmenbin Denmark.
as conflicts not only
of a materialor economic character,
Honwviews political clashes between ccnter and pcriphery
of living. AlsoTIIOMPSON
(1983) takes this view, but in addition he emphasises that
but also conflicts between ways
the threatof extinction to small fishing communities is both extersal and internal. Tnternally, entrepreneurship and
reorganisation are retarded and should bc strengthcned, if <<Britain’s fishing communities
are to recaptures control
over theirown destines., (p. 359).The classical studyin this vein- at least in Scandinavia
- is BROX’S
study (1966)
on North Norway This is not exclusivcly occupied
with fishing, neitheris its successor(BROX, 1984, but both give
valuable analysesof how national induskialisalion policies
turn WorthNorway into cccommons>,
a
whichfunctions
with dcvastaling elfectson i.a. small scale fishing communities.
as a buffer in the national cconomy,

MAUY
(1987)is also conccrncdwith the problems created by centrally enacted regulations, albeit in a more
brief form. He argues that <<policy solutions are fishcrmens’ problems>>, drawing upon research from the Scottish
Highlands. Thepolicy makers havebccn acting
upon limited information about geographical and culturalconditions,
and <<More often
than not policiesare insertcd inlo the Highlands context where they not only fail to adress the ce
problems of the fishermen, but activcly militate against their succesS.>> (p. 201).
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Similarpointsare made byBYRON
(1987),in discussing a fishing community in county Downs in theRepublic
of Ireland. B m o investigates
~
the center-periphery problems from the point
of view of the local fishemen. His
findingsare in fine with similar studies elsewhere:of lack
coordination between central agencies with responsibility
for various aspectsof local community development has created
a ccnumber of areas where goals conflict, impairing
resu1ts.n
the anticipatedknefits of policies and producing unintended outcomei, occasionally with quite perverse
@.213). The fishermenare made into scapegoats for policy failures: <<the fishermen sometimes
beenhave
unfairly
blamed and penalised by the agencies concerncd>>(p. 213). Rather than providing a stable legal framework,
government thus constitute another source of uncertainty, in addition to resources and markets, which inhibits
planning and development.
Two separate debates here concerns demographic
respnses of centralisation, and
teehmological change.The
of central control
are a separate literature
of relevance here.
Mmy of the works cited above touch
dernographie effects
upon the topic,e.g. THOMPSON
(1983). Isolated workson this is OLAFSDOTTR(1987) for Iceland, andEIUUNDand
NILSEN(1988) for Norway. Technological change is discussed by i.a. R-SWIER in relations to Catalan fishing
communities, and byHEST(1980) and €&~.IERAY (1986) in a moregeneral manner.
to be mentioned in relation to themicro-macro
is alarge
topic,anthroplogical literature which
The last debate
concerns traditional mdes of organisation within a modern world.
BAKS& POSTEL
C o s m t have written about the
et al. (1983)
Scottish east Coast, B~oecm(1987) about pre-bureaucratie organisationin Portugal, andTHOMFYSOFJ
examine diving the fisking in Lancashire, east Anglia and Moray
of Firth.

4.ORGANISATION OF FISHERY
Themajordebatehereis the ccskipper effet,, discussion, which prhaps
is
the most intensely researchedtheme
in this review. Quite a few writers have invested considerable efforts
in this basically anthropologieal debate,the
general offspringof which is BARTH’S
(1963,1966) empirical preoccupation with the
role of entrepreneurs and his
theoretical handling of these matters by <<transactional analysis,,.BARTHin turn was inspired by neoclassical
economic analysesas well as by POPPER’S logical scepticism, both
of which emphasise analysis
of actor’s constraints
of choice.
BARTH’S theory seeks to explainwhy some skippers aremore successful than others in herring fishcries.He
contends that a vesse1 that operates
on its own has the greatest chanceof success, but that a skipper
needs the trust
$0.When the crew
dses not have this confidence, skippr
the has to follow the otker boats,
of his crew order
in
to do
thus being able to dissipate
blamefor failure. Sinceskippers’ reputation are on
based
past records,
the most successful
be those who have
been 50: there is a Mathew effect here- those who already command -suffiCient trust
skippers will
Thus the skipper4ffect is self-reinforeing.
among the crew to engage in search strategies will be most successful.
Other Nonvegian anthropologists have accepted this analysis at face value:
BROX(1963), for example,States that
success of fishing entrepreneurs
may be explainedby such slull,as haVeWADEL(1980a) in saying thatskilfulskippers
convert expertiseinto capital.

The first rebuta to the thmry, which gained wide reputation and was staple fare in basic courses in
anthropology at many universities, was providedHEATH
by (1976). HEATH’S point is that
<<BARTH’S
explmation does
work is thereforeno science of social
not provide an account
of choice, onlyof the constraintson choice. BARTH’S
Iifm @.26), neither is it as BARTH
claims - value-kee. It is based on assumtions derived from neoclassical economics.
HEATH’S alternative is however less crisp than his criticism. He maintains that average skippers will engage in
information-seeking aetivities which
may not be explained by their expected utility, and that a c<follow the othersn
strategy willbe the dominant response.
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The final blow to the theory has been dealt by DURRENBERGER
PALSSON
(undated
and and 1982), and
PALSSON
and DURRENBERGER
(1982,1983).In their work, which
is supported by extensive empirical research, theystate
simply
that thereis no such thing
as a <<skipper
effecb. Having conducted a detailed statistical analysis,
of a huge material
on fishing success and mishaps, their conclusion is clear: (success in) efishing for demersal species
on thedepends
:525).
1983
In the herring fisheries <rsuccess
size of the boats and the number of (PALSSON
trips..>> and DURRENBERGER,
...depends more on luck,
as herring arenotas predictableas cod. Relativelylittle explanatory power can
be attributed
as those reputedly involved in the skipper effect.,,
(p.525). A very interesting aspect with this
to other factors, such
debate is that it is the only debate where a clear
acientific progress, can be recorded: PALSSON
and DURRENBERGEB
(1982,1983) have convincingly refuted the explanations
of BARTH (1966), WADEL (1980a)
HEATH
and(1975).
Other debates within the topic
of organisation of fishery are the role of technology in developing fisheries
(HOST,1980 ;HEMERAY, 1986); the roleof competition and efficiency(KIUSTANSEN,
1984a ;CHIARAMONTE, 1980);
and the question
of property rights (WADEL,
1980a ;BROX,1984). A theoretical debate on the social organisation of
fisheriesis conducted by i.a.
DEBRAWAIS
(1985) andPALssoN(1979,1986). HALLENDSTWDT (1982) is concerned with
organisation in an historical political perspectivein his account for fisheries organisations in Norway. There is
of living which spurs so many attempts at formal organisation
as fishing.
perhaps no other industry or way

5. MANAGEMENT

Managementandregulationseemcurrently
to be themostfashionabletopic insmaU scalefishing
internationally, and is informed by a wider range of disciplines than are the other topics covered here. The field i
also relatively well developed theoretically
(ACHESON
and MACCAY,
1987), but this owes more
to writers from north
America than Europe.
Internationally, the debate centers on the
of informa1
role
cooperation local
in communities under conditions
of open access to resources.By way‘of cceconomio, reasoning (assuming
egoistic rationality)it can be shown that
in such circumstances
a <<tragedy of the commonsn easily(HARDI
arisess, 1968). Numerous empirical studies of local
communities, however, demonstrate that this conclusionis valid only under certain circumstances, and that the
As far as regulatory
problem is the breakdown
of traditional regulations based
on informal cooperation and sanctions.
measuresare concerne, the
TURF(Territorial Use Rights) concept
is of particular interest, since we itbelieve
is highly
relevant alsoin large scale fisheries management.
In Our survey of Europewe have only found few works which c0ncern.d
are
with this debate.KRIsTIANsEN
(1985a) is a brief survey
of some of the intemational anthropological literature on this topic. The
is theoretical,
work
K~USTIANSENconsiders based on an ill-founded
and criticises the conventional view
of regulation in Norway, which
and ahistoric understanding
of social systems. The reason
for overfishingisnot the fishermen’s organisation of their
work, but the way the market economy works.
JENTOFT(1983) is concerned with the distributional effects
of regulation. With most major fish stocks
king
beyond their critical thresholds, fishery management is essentially azerosum
If someone
game.is to Win, others must
lose. Policy-makers thus face the problem
of establishing criteria for fair distribution
of losses - which boats that shall
to close,
be excluded from the fishery, which plants that
are andso on. JEIV~OFT’S point is that in doing so, one must
as components in a larger economic system at local
not consider a vesse1
or a plantas isolated economic units, but
community level.

The only empirical investigationof regulation we have found isJENTOFT
and KRUTOFFERSEN (1987, 1989).
Their work is an analysis
of the regulationof the rich Lofoten fishery in Norway. This work transcends the local
community basis of the international literature of this topic, in that the Lofoten fishery, albeit small-scale in the
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that only conventionalgear is used, comprisesup to 10 O00 fishermen. The fishery is regulated by the fishemen
themselves, but the framework for cooperation is created by government intervention by law. The interesting
implication of this work
is that insights gained from studies
of small scale fishing may be valuable in regulating
large
scale fisheries. This pertains inparticular to institutional design and the sharing of Rsponsibilitics between
government and fishermen's organisations.
This work bridges the gap between this topic and the issues concerning
central regulation and local variation
as comment4 u p n aboveunder aelationship local comunity- soeiety,, ( ~ C U L A 1987
Y , ;PALSSON,
1979).The issue
etc.,
of howcentral control can
be exercised without riding roughshod over local variations related of
togear,
types
and how this can be achieved by territorial regulations,
is too an important theme in modern
fisheries management
research.
to be neglected in future

We have presenteda preliminary surveyof social science researchon small scale fishing communities in
M L , the importance of which
we feel evenmore confident in now thanat
atlantic Europe. It has been a formidable
an embryo. We have rescarched and written this work
the outsetof this work. As we have stated- this survey is still
at very shorttime inde4, and we have also been inhibited by our very limited
grasp of latin languages.
We feel thatthere must be quite a lot work
of that hm not been broughtto our howlcdge. This perdns to
southernatlanticEur~~einparticul~,butalsoe.g.Sweden,WestGcrmany,theNetherlandsandBelgiumarescarcely
covered here. It follows that we appreciate
al1 contributions which helpsus in making the survey morccomplete.
Of the four topics we have discussed
- community studies,micromicro relations, organisation and managein particular stands out
as worthy of increased research efforts. Management of large scale fisheries
ment, the latter
may draw important insights from studies of small-scale fisheries, conceming i.a. regulations and fishcnnens'
participation. Lot of inspiration and theoretical
armory exists in the international literature, which in turn will bcnefit
from Our European experience whenit is subjectedto empirical researeh.
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